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Introduction
My name is Aniza Leitão and I am a former textile conservation
student from the Textile Conservation Centre in Winchester that
unfortunely had to close their doors by the end of last year,
being myself one of the last students to complete the Master
degree at the centre.
It was a wonderful experience to life for these last 2 years in
England studying conservation. Here there is a lot of respect and
comprehension for culture and the value of heritage and a lot of
effort in its preservation. My past degree in Portugal was on
textile science and I was actually very lucky to be able to study at
the TCC and consequently embrace all the other opportunities
that came from it.
I first heard about the Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship by
my colleague Rita Morais that was awarded the year before with
the fellowship and had the opportunity to travel to Brazil for her
placement. As she came back her enthusiasm about the trip was
so evident that I also aspired to travel to other country to practice
my new learned conservation skills and above all to gain
experience working in a professional context as this is what most
scares us students when finishing a course, the idea of not
knowing how the real working world functions. So when the
Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship wrote to my school
introducing the travelling fellowship for the new year I did not
hesitate and applied for my dream travel to Australia to work at
the ArtLab, a conservation studio that provides work for most of
the South Australian museums. Over these years studying
conservation I have developed a particular interest in
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ethnographic material and the idea that these places would be full
of aboriginal textiles and surrounded by their culture was of
much excitement for me. It came in enormous luck when the
trustees kindly offered me a fellowship that allowed me to travel
to Adelaide, Australia and work for a 12 week period at the
Artlab´s textile conservation department. The reason why I
chose the Artlab was because I had already been in contact with
the Institution as I was already day dreaming that one day I
would manage to save some money and travel to Australia, as I
was completely amazed by their landscapes and ancient
indigenous culture. ArtLab is also the biggest conservation studio
of the Southern hemisphere and it seemed to me like the perfect
place to start my fresh conservation career.
The placement took place between the 1st of October and the 16th
of December 2009.
The total cost of the trip was of £2.900 for the 10 weeks and I
was awarded with £2.000 from the Zibby Garnett Travelling
Fellowship. The rest of the money I earned it in a weekend parttime job during the year working at a bistro/pub in Winchester.
By the time the placement finished I was able to stay for a
further 3 weeks travelling around Australia with new friends that
I met during my stay in Adelaide and I made it to Melbourne
where I went to visit the National Gallery of Victoria and its
amazing art, photography and textile collection, to Sydney
where I travelled around the monumental city and to Mount
Gambier, which is half way in the Great Ocean Road towards
Melbourne and is the second biggest city of South Australia,
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which by the way is very small and you may travel for several
hours just seeing vines.
Below is a map of Australia and Adelaide which is the capital of
South Australia.

Maps sourced from: http://www.studyabroad.com/giffile/australia_map.gif

Introduction to ArtLab
Established in 1985, Artlab is a business enterprise of Arts South
Australia (Arts SA), part of the South Australian Government's
Department of the Premier and Cabinet .
Artlab is located in Adelaide, a city rich in arts and cultural
diversity. The Lab delivers conservation services for South
Australia's major collecting institutions including the South
Australian Museum, the Art Gallery of South Australia, the
History Trust of South Australia, Carrick Hill and the State
Library of South Australia. It also provides conservation
services for a wide range of other clients like families,
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businesses, schools, religious and sporting groups, museums,
libraries, galleries archives and local government.
Front view of
ArtLab

My placement was organized by Kristin Phillips, the senior
textile conservator of Artlab that was also my placement tutor.
She is a very nice, enthusiastic and practical lady and from the
day I got there I understood I was going to get a whole lot of
knowledge from her. She was the kind of lady that had a lot of
projects rolling in the same time and she defined it as a great way
to never get bored.

Kristin Phillips- My placement tutor

Unexpectedly she had to leave in a one-week business trip to
India the day after I arrived (she was the textile conservator in
charge of the display of the sari Indhira Ghandi wore at the time
of her death) so I just had time to be introduced around
everybody and I went to be a object´s conservator for a week.
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Artlab had a staff of about 30 conservators between paintings,
paper, sculpture, textiles, objects and public outdoor art and for
my very luck there was a lovely Portuguese girl working as an
object conservator. She was just about my age and we became
good friends. She was of great help with all the paper work that
had to be filled in for each project and eased a lot my first days at
the centre. Everybody was extremely sympathetic and morning
and afternoon tea was always time for big reunions and funny
contests about home baked cakes that the staff would bring.
Eventually I had to bring one also.

Projects:
The first project I was involved with was the cleaning of a 2
meter high Japanese temple guardian made of wood and this
introduced me to a very funny cleaning method that I never came
across with- spit cleaning. Imagine to clean a 2 meter high
sculpture with spit and a cotton swab. It was work for many
months but luckily just 2 days for me. Kristin before she left she
contacted the South Australian Museum and managed to get a
Jipae costume belonging to the Asmat tribe of Papua New
Guinea for me to work on. This
was an amazing project, a
ceremonial body mask used in
rituals for the dead that was all
made of plant fibers and leaves.
This was the second costume to be
worked on from a group of five
belonging to the museum, that after
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being all conserved would go on permanent exhibition in the
Pacific Island gallery. As the ArtLab was just behind the museum
I would go in regular visits to the galleries to get a sense on how
the objects were displayed and so on. The costume was very dry
and brittle due to bad storage and the knitting was unraveling in
some parts showing many areas of loss that had to be stabilize to
protect from further damage. My treatment was to humidify the
costume in order to restore flexibility to the fibers and support
the unstable areas of the knitting.

Stabilizing an area of loss in the knit to prevent further unraveling

If possible I would also make an internal support for display. As I
was working on the project I had the visit of the ethnographic
curator of the museum that provided valuable information about
the origin of the costume and the tribe where it comes from. One
of the most intriguing aspects of the costume was the way it was
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knitted, something I had never seen before. Mike, the curator
explained that this was a finger knitted technique just learned by
the most powerful man of the tribe as just they could make these
costumes due to its symbolic value. After Kristin came back
from travelling I did also go back to the textile department and it
was decided that I would work on the Jipae costume 1 day a
week till the end of my placement. Hopefully I managed to finish
all I had propose for its treatment and the costume was carefully
stored waiting for the other 3 to be conserved so that they could
gain a new existence in the museum collection.
At the Textile department I was working both with Kristin and
Bee Fllyn. Bee is of aboriginal families and was great to work
with her as she would always share her stories and her
knowledge about the aboriginal culture.
I worked a lot with Bee, normally outside the ArtLab , going
from one museum to other, doing preventive conservation and
galleries monitoring regarding temperature and humidity control.
This was of great value to me as was one of those areas where I
didn’t have much experience.
It was great when at the ArtLab they asked me if I wanted to help
in the preventive conservation team that was in charge in Carrick
Hill. Carrick Hill was a very special place, a magnificent historic
house that was built in the beginning of the XX century and is
fortunate in being one of the few period homes in Australia to
survive with its original contents almost completely intact and its
grounds undiminished. It belonged to one of the most rich
English families that settled in Australia and most of its
sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth-century paneling, doors,
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staircases and windows was acquired from the demolition sale
of Beaudesert, a Tudor mansion in Staffordshire, England and
was brought by boat into Adelaide.

The interior staircase - Carrick Hill´s historic house

The owners, Bill Hayward and Ursula Smith who were a very
wealthy and bohemian couple passed most of their life
entertaining friends and collecting art. The house was filled with
paintings, sculptures, antiques and drawings spanning nearly 500
years of artistic achievement.
The couple was also a big collector of works by William Morris.
These were all around the house in rugs, curtains, panels, bed
covers and so on, being Carrick Hill the Historic house which
retains the biggest William Morris collection of South Australia.

General view of Carrick Hill.
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After the death of the owners the house and its amazing gardens
were donated to the government and is now open to the general
public, presenting exhibitions, tours, coffee shops and others.
My work at the House was to do pest checking in the many
textiles all over the house, including all the carpets, sofas,
pillows, curtains, bed covers and so on, as the house was still in
its original presentation as a livable home.

Doing pest control at one of the sitting rooms

This was a tough job as all of these items were made from wool
that unfortunately is the favorite food of pests due to its
proteinaceous content and it started to be normal for us to always
go back to the ArtLab with at least a couple of curtains and
pillow cases to freeze, as this is normally the basic treatment
against pests as they are very sensitive to temperature oscillations
and die when you put them in very cold environment. There was
actually a food freezer at the lab that was always full with
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Carrick Hill’s textile objects. Each week we would take the ones
that had already been frozen back to the House and come back
with full new bags of objects to freeze.
By my second week at the Artlab it was day of consultations. I
loved this. These were happening each two weeks at the lab and
was a day where private owners had the opportunity to bring
their object and receive free information about how to care for or
store their valuable belonging.

A collection of shawls brought by a lady who needed information on how to store them
properly

It was incredible the variety of things that would appear.
Somehow similar to a U.K. television show that I saw sometimes
regarding antiques. At least this was what I felt when I did my
first consultation. Obviously this also had a marketing impulse
behind it as many of the owners would leave their objects in the
lab for conservation after the consultation and treatments were
extremely high priced at the ArtLab. In the week between
consultation day there were always guided tours that were
organized by the South Australian Museum and that allowed
groups of about 30 people each to walk around the three floor
building of the ArtLab and have direct contact with conservators.
Each department would prepare a little summary of the work that
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was going on and would present to the group each ongoing
project . Normally one of the conservators of each department
would have the “honor” of presenting the work while the others
would continue working on their objects providing a real “behind
the scenes experience” to the group. It was very funny to see how
amazed and intrigued some people were by some techniques that
were used. At this moment I understood that the normal public
have no idea of how things are conserved or repaired, just like
me before I started studying conservation. At one point I was the
one in charge of presenting the textile department work. Kristin
was at the time working in a 5 meter long flat textile from India
which was a representation of Ramayana and the monkey army
and that had to be finish in a month for the opening of an
exhibition. As I was pointing out the areas that had already been
repaired they would express their amazement. “But where,
where?” referring to the almost invisible stitches that Kristin had
made on the many patches all around the textile.

Patch inserted in
the areas of loss

Eventually this textile became also a project of mine as the time
was coming to the end and there was still much work to do and
of course the necessity of meeting the deadline for the
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exhibition. It was what is called under pressure work. Happily all
went well and the textile was finished on time but there were still
some issues on how a 5 meter long textile would be displayed,
and Velcro on the textile and on the wall was the solution as it
was impossible to make a 5 meter padded board to stitch the
textile onto.

Couching a patch that was inserted underneath the damaged area

The Australians
As a result of a well performed consultation day, one of the
clients who was a very famous Australian art dealer left his
object to be conserve at the lab. The object was a 1888 silk print
of the Australian cricket team and as I understood a very
collectable item in these days. I was very happy when Kristin
gave me this project and allowed me to be completely in charge
of its conservation treatment. There were many issues regarding
the treatment, but the main aspect was the object’s fragility. The
silk had become very brittle and there was a big loss of the
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image due to breakage of the yarns. All around the silk was
shredding and minimum handling was absolutely required.

the silk print before treatment

The owner of the object was very aware of the difficulty of the
treatment and wasn’t expecting miracles.
The aims of treatment were:
• to remove the heavy creases ( due to bad storage),
• to try to align the central broken threads in order to
restore some of the lost image
• to provide a full support to the object , and
• to stitch back the object onto a padded board for
future display.
The wish to remove the unaesthetic stains was completely out of
question due to the object’s fragility and the impossibility of
performing wet cleaning. The first step was to humidify the
object in order to restore some moisture and flexibility to the
fibers avoiding like this further breakage and also the removal of
creases.
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This was done by putting a damped cloth underneath the object
and a layer of Gore-Tex® in between (goretex is a breathable
membrane that allows moisture to pass without wetting the
surface). At this point I put some weights in the top of the object
so that it would stay as flat as possible and would start to reduce
some of the heavy creases. As the silk became more flexible and
flat it was time to start the meticulous job of trying to align the
broken threads in the centre in an attempt to uniformize the
printed picture which was the item’s most valuable aspect. With
the help of a fine tweezer I started pulling each thread one by one
and tried to align them as straight as possible so that the area of
lost image could be minimized.

Aligning the broken threads in order to reconstruct image

Personally I was quite impressed of how much of the image was
possible to reconstruct. I managed to align almost all of the
broken threads and by the end of this step there wasn’t much of a
gap anymore in the picture. Kristin was very happy with my
work and that made me feel very good.
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Detail of
before and
after
intervention

Finally, as the silk print became flat and rid of creases and the
reconstruction of the image was complete the object was given a
full back support of silk crepeline where I previously casted
some adhesive onto. Carefully the object was laid in crepeline
and the adhesive was reactivated by acetone. This provided the
object a stable support and adhered all the unstable broken
threads to a background.
As final treatment the silk print was stitched onto a padded board
specially made that was covered with a similar silk colour fabric
to visually infill the areas of loss of the object.

The object ready to be stitched onto the padded board
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I didn’t have the opportunity to personally give back the finished
object to its owner but Kristin emailed me recently saying that he
said I’ve made a great job. It is a case of happy client equals
happy conservator.

The ornithology collection from the Natural Science
department of the South Australian Museum
One of the good things at the ArtLab was that staff from different
departments would help whenever was needed even if not from
their area. I found this of great value as there is nothing more
healthy in a profession than knowing a bit of everything. At one
point I was kindly asked by Jo, who was an object conservator, if
I would help her in a major cleaning project that that she was in
charge. What happened was that the ornithology collection
(birds) that was in the museum storages had been heavily
attacked by pests and as a result thousands of specimens had to
be frozen in order to kill the infestation. Honestly at first this
looked like fun and I immediately said yes to Jo. As I later
realized this happened to be one of the most awkward jobs I have
ever done. I met Jo the next morning and we drove to the
museum storages that were in other area of the city. Jo would
insist on paying for my breakfast as retribution for my precious
help. As we arrived at the storage Jo gave me an astronaut outfit
as I called it, consisting of a tyvek® jumper suit, wellington
boots, gloves, goggles and a breathing mask. For a second I
thought we were going to the moon but as she after explained,
the collection had been treated with arsenic and DDT which is a
highly toxic powder that was very used as a insecticide in the
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past. I don’t think I can explain the sensation I had when I
entered the first room and there were more than a thousand
stuffed birds “looking” at me. I must admit that it made me feel
weird for a while and I at this point I understood the difficulty
that Jo had in managing people to come and help her in such a
work.
Eventually you need to distance yourself from the idea that you
are touching dead animals and start doing your job. The main
activity was to remove the birds that were in the freezer from the
last week, check them to make sure there was not any still active
infestation and put the animal’s reference number in the
computer database with the location of where the bird was going
to be stored
after freeze.

photograph taken
inside the freezer

Me cleaning some
small birds and an
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Emu » searching for possible infestations

I started to go every week to help Jo with the birds. I must say I
was amazed with the variety of species that were there. After that
initial reluctance in touching the poor animals I was a master at
my job. I grabbed each one of them and opened the feathers
looking for little pests and with the help of a brush I would
remove dead eggs from previous infestations.
There were families of Parrots, Emu’s, Toucans, Finches,
Penguins’, Eagles, Ducks and many other native birds that I
didn’t know about and also some species that unfortunately
have already been extinct. This was a kind of experience that I
would never imagine to have and that I truly appreciate today.

Some photographs of the funny birds I worked with
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“Out of the glass case”- The South Australian Museum
Roadshow
A great working experience I also had during my time at the
Artlab was to be part of the team of the “ South Australian
Museum Roadshow”. What was great about my ArtLab
experience was that not also I worked a lot with textile both the
preventive and interventive aspects of conservation, but also I
was involved in other things which were very museum related,
helping me to gain a broader sense of the relationships between
museums activities and conservators.
The road show was a amazing initiative from the South
Australian Museum and is all about taking the diversity of the
museum out of the glass case and travelling with it through the
regional areas of the state and allowing children who live far
away to relate with the museum and its science. I went as an
assistant to Kristin who by the way was also replacing ArtLab’s
director who became sick and wasn’t capable of joining the road
show.
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The road show consisted of a group of about 10 museum staff
from paleontologists to biologists, conservators, botanists,
geologists and so on where each of them would give a
presentation about their subject. There was also Mr.Flint who
was a very funny actor hired by the museum to sing music about
whatever subjects related with dinosaurs and rocks and
butterflies. In the time breaks between one presentation and
other Mister Flint would sing and put hundreds of children
laughing and singing about science what I thought was quite a
miracle.
There were about 10 schools registered at the roadshow and so
there was a lot of preparation in managing where each group
would go and when. Kristin´s presentation was about the value
of conservation and she illustrated this by referring to the Egypt
mummies and how important was to preserve them as an
important part of history. She also had previously made a
mummified possum to present near to a real mummified cat
from Egypt and she would ask which of both was the original
one.

Kristin with her replica of a mummified cat
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The kids would have x-rays from both mummies and from the xrays they would identify the real one. As a clue, Kristin had put a
key and a pencil inside her mummified possum.

A few days before taking the Mummy to X-ray at Adelaide’s hospital

The children loved it. Their faces would go funny as they found
the key and pencil in the x-ray.
The roadshow was also opened to locals that could bring their
kids in the afternoon for informal chats with the staff. One of my
main activities at the roadshow was to be in charge of a little
information point which provided free consultations on how to
care for personal objects. Many people came with photo albums ,
where the pictures had become yellow; teddy bears, painting,
hats and so on and left with a couple of recommendation
regarding the long-term preservation of their objects.
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Me at the information point

This kind of work was in my idea extremely helpful as it helps
you to develop your social and communication skills as a
conservator.
The roadshow was a massive success and in the end everybody
was very tired but also very proud I think, for delivering such a
wonderful experience to the children.
Back at the ArtLab I still had time to work with Bee in another
preventive conservation project, this time at the storages of the
ethnographic collection from the South Australian Museum. The
job was to do pest control by opening ramdom boxes within the
thousands of boxes that were stored there and look for any sign
of possible infestation. This was kind of a fun game as I never
knew what would be inside of the box.
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Here are some pictures of the interesting founds I had.

I think at first I did scream slightly of frightened because this was
absolutely not the kind of thing that I was expecting to find. Bee
that was on the first floor laughed as she understood what just
happened. Actually I think she gave me that area on
purpose.These were true painted skulls from the pacific islands,
namely from Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, New England
and so on, where the tribes are still head hunters , and were the
more skulls of your enemies you have on display the bigger is the
power of your tribe. Some of them were very elaborate, as some
tribes would recreate the face of the enemy as close as they
would remember, while others tribes would have a more stylized
style of representation.
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Painted skull-New Ireland

And because some still had the natural hair and possible skin
residues they were very keen to possible pest attack due to the
proteinaceos content of these elements. The main technique used
was to create the face around the skull with a paste made from
clay and water that after drying would be ornamented with
symbolic designs. Some, as the previous picture shows, would
still keep the teeth. In the same way that I found it all rather
creepy, I also had an enormous curiosity to keep opening boxes
even if my heart would pump double.
Last Day
For my last day at the Artlab Kristin made me a surprise tea
party. I got quite emotional as it is always sad and nostalgic to
leave the ones that you meet and with whom you passed such
wonderful time . I loved everybody there and I learned a lot with
all of them. It was with no doubt the best experience I could have
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and it overcame all I expected professionally due to the diversity
of situations I worked on.
They all gave me a card where they all wrote some really
uplifting and encouraging words. Kristin offered me the most
original gift you can ever receive when you travel to somewhere
unknown. A little bag with Adelaide’s map for me to never get
lost if I ever manage to come back. I said bye-bye to everybody
and was ready to go to my deserved travelling.

Australia
Travelling
By the time my placement finished I had already programmed
what would be my next destinations. Luckily, I met many nice
people in Adelaide with whom I would travel for a while. The
first day of holidays was passed in the “Overland” train making
the 700 kilometers that separate Adelaide from Melbourne which
is called The Great Ocean road. The trip was amazing and for
nothing I would change the 10 hours of train for 50 minutes of
airplane. Melbourne was for sure my favorite city. The kind of
place where you just arrive and you know you wouldn’t mind to
stay for as long as you could. It reminded me of London but with
a much fresher look and of course the amazing weather. I stayed
for a while backpacking and I managed to visit most of the city
and its sites. Special reference to the National Gallery of
Victoria, the aquarium ,the central market , Brunswick which is
the retro part of the city and the amazing futuristic federation
square.
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After a couple of days, me and a friend rented a car and we drove
north to the bush land. We rented a wood house in the forest
which belonged to an aboriginal family and this happened to be
one of the most amazing place I have ever been. All the forest
was surrounded by Lorries and Parrots and they were so relaxed
that they would even come to eat in your hand. Noah, the owner
of the land and his 2 kids, Ada and Gareth would pass by every
night to play the didgeridoo and dance with us. We stayed for the
whole week here. After this treat we had to go back to
Melbourne. I still had a week of holidays, so I went to Sydney by
plane. Unfortunately, I didn’t love it. It was too formal and I
started missing the fresh and young vibe I loved in Melbourne.
As I still had friends there, I flew back to Melbourne. I managed
to stay there travelling around the area till my last day. The
kindness and hospitability I felt in Australia made me return with
very fond memories of my times there. They will definitely be
seeing me again.
The beautiful scenario of Wallanga beach
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Looking for
Kangaroos and
eventually found
another native
friend

Victor harbour

The Great Ocean Road
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Conclusion
I just have to say that I adored everything in Australia. The
placement was something that I really wanted to do
professionally and what happened at the ArtLab just overcame all
I expected. I had no idea that I would do so many different
things and I just have to say thank you for that because in my
view there is nothing more satisfying than being involved with a
little bit of everything. I flew from textiles, to sculptures, to
skulls, to road shows and consultation days and I truly believe
that in the same way that it made me a better conservator it
helped me to interact and communicate with a great variety of
people. I was part of team and they knew they could count on me
and that made me feel good there. I didn’t feel for a moment that
I was treated as a student but as one of them. I was working in
total freedom and there was a very good relation between all of
us, and I was as many times receiving ideas and suggestions to
my work as they were asking me also about their work, showing
how interested we all were in each other’s projects. I take the
opportunity to thank Kristin Phillips for her invaluable lessons
and of course the Artlab for taking me and proving such a
pleasant but intensively working time.
This experience made me feel much more motivated and
confident with my work and I return home with a big bag of
intellectual luggage based on technical skills and valuable
information on conservation.
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All my gratitude goes to the Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship
for their generous funding. The money cannot pay the value of
the experience and I hope that many other students will be able to
take this opportunity and make something of a life changing with
it.

Thank you
Now that this amazing travel has come to the end, I would like to
take the opportunity to thank the Zibby Garnett Travelling
Fellowship that with their support helped me to live this
unforgettable experience.
Thank you

